UC Davis Canvas is the Learning Management System (LMS) of UC Davis. Found at canvas.ucdavis.edu, UC Davis Canvas provides a home for classes taught at UC Davis. For answers to UC Davis Canvas questions, email canvashelp@ucdavis.edu.

AggieVideo uses Kaltura, a YouTube-like video streaming and management portal that assists faculty with creating, uploading, editing, and managing video content. Kaltura is also integrated within UC Davis Canvas to allow for seamless video embedding in course pages, and access to the same My Media found in AggieVideo. For more information, contact aggievideo@ucdavis.edu.

Lecture Capture – Upon request, classroom-based lecture recording is available in 122 general assignment classrooms to automatically capture audio and on-screen content during faculty lectures. 51 of those classrooms can also capture video. For more information, contact lecturecapture@ucdavis.edu.

Media Production – We can help you convey complex or elusive concepts and processes with any combination of the following professional services: illustration, graphic design, animation, audio, photography, and video – in our studio or in your classroom, lab, or in the field. Limited Educational Technology Resource Awards (ETRAs) are available to cover media production services for instructional uses. For more information and to schedule our services, please contact ats@ucdavis.edu.

LMS-integrated technologies – Additional educational technology tools to engage learners, integrate video, and assist with grading are already licensed for campus-wide use. Products such as iClicker, Piazza, PlayPosit, Gradescope, and TurnItIn are integrated within UC Davis Canvas and ready for instructors to use in their instructional plans. For a full list of supported technologies, visit: https://canvashelp.ucdavis.edu/campus-supported-tools.

The Keep Teaching website provides UC Davis faculty with resources to guide remote teaching and learning in the event of emergencies. The resources are also useful for planning fully online instruction, or incorporating online or technology-mediated activities into traditional courses. Please visit https://keepteaching.ucdavis.edu!

Instructional Support Events – The ATS instructional design and education technologist teams regularly hold online events to support instructors who are using academic technologies to enhance their teaching, including the Summer Institute on Teaching and Technology (SITT), Ed Tech Week, the Ed Tech Spotlight Series, various webinars, and more. Follow The Wheel and look for Canvas announcements to discover upcoming events.

ATS Faculty Forums, including DOLCE: Discussing Online Learning and Collaborative Education, meet every first and third Friday of the month at noon via Zoom. Hear presentations from faculty members about their experiences implementing innovative uses of educational technology. For more information, contact Dr. Andy Jones at aojones@ucdavis.edu.

The ATS Instructional Design team partners with faculty to create solutions to current teaching, learning, and research challenges. They bridge evidence-based discoveries from the learning sciences with appropriate technologies to inspire and inform education innovation. For more information or to request a consultation, contact instructionaldesign@ucdavis.edu.

The Wheel – For more information about instructional technology and ATS events, visit the UC Davis instructional technology blog, The Wheel, at wheel.ucdavis.edu. To propose or write stories for The Wheel, contact Dr. Andy Jones at aojones@ucdavis.edu. Also, follow us on Twitter @ucdaviswheel.